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Abstract 
The goal of this paper is to establish some essential estimates, especially 

the so-called extension theorem, for the nonconforming finite elements with 
their continuity only at the vertices or the edge midpoints of the elements 
of the quasi-uniforming meshl4•5•6•13•14•21l. As in the conforming discrete 
casesl2•3:20l, these estim�tes play key roles in the analysis of nono�erlap do
main decomposition methods with nonconforming ele�entsl8•9•11•12l. It is 
well-known that the regularity of the solution of an elliptic problem de
pends on the smoothness of the domain and the boundary conditionf7•15•16l. 
In Sect.l, we present advanced error estimates of the nonconforming ap
proximate solution _under weaker assumption on the regularity, based on the 
second Strang lemmal5l. In Sect.2, we construct and analyse the conform
ing interpolation operator Ih, which acts as a bridge between the noncon
forming element spaces and the conforming element spaces. Based on the 
results of Sect.l and Sect.2, plus the known estimates for the conforming 
element spacesl2•5•18l, we obtain, in Sect.3, a series of fundamental inequali
ties for the nonconforming element spaces, some of which are the extension 
theoreml8•10l, the Poincare inequalities and the maximum norm estimate. 
We must point out that their applications are omitted here for the length 
of the present paper, which can be referred to [8,9,11,12]. 

t This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 

No. 19171050 and the Tsinghua University Fund for Science. 
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§1 Advanced Error Estimations 

For simplicity of the exposition, we consider the elliptic boundary value prob
lem on a bounded open polygonal domain n c m2 

u E HJ(n) : a(u, v) = (!, v), V v E HJ(n) 
where 

a(u,v) = fo VuVv, (f,v) = fo fv, f E H -1(0) . 

It is well-known that (1.1) has a unique solution u E HJ(O) (c£.[7,15,16]). 
Suppose that Oh = { e} is a quasi-uniform mesh of 0, i.e., Oh satisfies 

sup inf r ::; ch, inf sup r > C h, 
eEflh Br�e eEOh BrCe -

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where, Br is a region bounded by the circle of radius r, h = max he is the eEflh 
mesh parameter, and he = inf r. Here and later, c and C, with or without 

Br:>e 
subscript, denote generic positive constants independent of h. Let Vh be the 
finite element space on nh, and 1rh be the corresponding interpolation operator. 
Vh can be the space of Wilson elementsl21l, c·arey membrane el�mentsl4l, Wilson
like elementsl14l, which are only continuous at the vertices of eache E flh. Also, Vh 
can be the space of Crouzeix-Raviart elementsl6l, quartic rectangular elementsl13l, 
which are only continuous at the edge midpoints of each e E Oh. For briefness, 
the former are called the nonconforming elements of the first kind and the latter 
are called the nonconforming elements of the second kind. Vh can be written in 
the following general form 

vh = { v : vie is a polynomial of finite order ' v is continuous at the 

vertices (edge midpoints) of e, Ve E nh}, 

v� = { v E vh: v(x) = 0, v interpolation point X E an}. 
, 

Denote A(w, v) = L 1 VwVv, lvll,fl,h = J A(v, v). Obviously, A(·,·), I· h,o,h 
eEflh e 

are respectively, the inner product of V� and its induced norm. The nonconform-
ing finite element discrete problem of (1.1) is 

(1.3) 
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Theorem 1.1)51 { The second Strang lemma.) Let u, uh be the solutions of 
{1.1} and {1.9}, respectively. Then 

where 

ju - uhlt,O,h:::; c{ inf ju - vlt,O,h + sup f(j, w) }, (1.4) 
�EV� wEV�\{0} W l,O,h 

i au E(u,w) = A(u,w)- (f,w) = L -a w, 
eEOk lJe D 

(1.5) 

n = (v17 v2)T represents the unit outward normal vector of e. 
Let Le be the linear (bilinear) interpolation operator on e with the vertices 

of e as its interpolation points. For any measurable set z , define the mean value 
operator Mz: L2(z) -t m by 

1 r 

Mzv E m, Mzv = .L 

( ) j v. 
meas z z 

Let e be the. reference element, which is a square or an isosceles right triangle· 
with 0(1) as its area. If there exists an invertible affine mapping 

X= Fa(x) = Bx + b: e -t e (1.6) 

such that e = F2(e), then we call that e is affine equivalent to e. Here, B E m2x2 is 
nonsingular. For any function v defined on e, let v be the corresponding function 
defined on e such that v(x) = ( v ·Fe) (x), V x E e. 

Lemma 1.2. Let u E H1+e(n), (c- > 0), be the solution of {1.1}. Then 
1) For the first kind nonconforming element space Vh, V w E V�, we have 

2} For the second kind nonconforming element space Vh, V w E V�, we have 

Proof. Let's prove ( 1. 7) first. V w E V�, Lew is a linear (bilinear) function on 
e, and for each e E flh, we have Lew, which result in a piecewise linear (bilinear) · 

function on flh, denoted Lew still. Obviously, Lew E H1(fl), thus E(u, Lew) = 0, 
and E(u, w) = E(u, w- Lew). 
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On the ether hand, one-by-one analysis shows that 

( lli(w-Lew)=O; i=1, 2. 1ae 
Furthermore, we get (1.7) by the Schwarz inequality. 

(1.9) 

Now, lets take the Carey membrane elements as an example to prove (1.9). 
Let (xi, Yi), i = 1, 2, 3 be the vertices of the triangle element e. Fi denotes the 
opposite edge of (Xi, Yi), and. its length is li. Let .Ai be the corresponding area 
coordinate. The unit outward normal vector n = (v17 v2)T of e is 

Yi+2-Yi+l Zit = l· ' 
' 

(1.10) 

where X4 = x17 Y4 = Yt, xs = x2, Ys = Y2 for notational convenience. Obviously, 
in order to prove (1.9) is right for the Carey elements, it suffices to show 

Jr lli(.Au\2 + .A2.A3 + .A3.Al) = 0, i = 1, 2. (1.11) 
ae 

Note that, from (1.10), it is easy to obtain 

fa. llt(At>.2 +
. 
>.2>.3 + >.3>.t) = � L; llt(At>.2 + >.2>.3 + >.3>.1) 

3 !. 3 
�al· l 3 1 Yi+2-Yi+l I s  .i-s 

= L 
_vt.Ai+t.Ai+2 = L l· -1. -1_-ds = L -(Yi+2- Yi+t) = o. 

i=l F, i=l ' 0 ' ' i=l 6 

Thus, (1.11) is true for i = 1. Similarly, (1.11) is true fori= 2. 

By now, we get (1. 7). 
Next, we prove (1.8). For the Crouzeix-Raviart elements, let F be the edge 

of the triangle element e E nh . Obviously, L lliW = 0, i = 1, 2, \;/ F c an; if 
F is the common edge of e17 e2, then it follows from the linearity of w on F and 
the continuity of w at the midpoint of F that J. lliWF = 0, i = 1, 2. Here, WF is 
the jump of won F. Therefore, we have 

F 

E(u,w) = L r auw= L L r auw= L L f [
au_MF(au)]w eEOk 1 oe an eEOk Fcae 1 F an eEOk Fcoe 1 F an an 

= L L ( [
au-MF( au)]( w-MFw) eEOk Fcae 1 F an an 

� 
2:{ L ( l a

au -MF(a
au)l2}�(L f lw-Mpwl2)� eEOk Fcae 1F n n Fcae 1F 

� L{L tf.la8u. -Me(a
au_W}t(L r lw-M,wl2)t, eEOk FCoe i=l F x, X, Fcoe 1 F 
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which results in {1.8). 
For the quartic rectangular elements, let Fi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 be the four edges of 

e E nh, and D.i be their corresponding midpoints. 11 is the length of F1• a5 denote 
the centroid of e. There exists an invertible affine mapping X =  Fe(x) : e � e, e 
is the reference element as shown in Fig. 1.1. 

It is easy to see that 

. 
a2 Xz 
I I tn2(o, 11 Fz e e Fl x=Fe ( �) a.,p.aJ a3(-l,Ol 

a3 .as (tl as(O,O) . xl 
xz 

F3 
F 

1-=xl 

a4 a4fo.-tJ 

Fig. 1.1 

By the affine mapping X = Fe( X) : e � e, we obtain that 

{1.13) 

It follows from Fig. 1.1 and [13] that 
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which leads to {1.8) . Hence the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Lemma 1.3. Forc E {0, 1), we have 

0 

{1.14) 

{1.15) 

Proof. By the Schwarz inequality, it is easy to get {1.14). We next prove 
{1.15). Note that Mec = c, V c E m, thus the error estimate of the finite element 
interpolationl5l yields 

llw- Mewllo,e � chelwll,e � chellwlh,e, V W E  H1 (e) 

It follows from {1.14) that llw- Mewllo,e � cllwllo,e, V w E L2 (e). Therefore, 
J - Me: L2(e) -t L2 (e), I- Me: H1 (e) -t L2(e) are bounded linear operators. 
Note that He (e) is the interpolation space between L2 (e) and H1(e). Then (1.15) 
can be established by the interpolation theorem of Sobolev spacesl1•151. D 

Lemma 1.4. If e is affine equivalent to the reference element e, 1 > c 2:: !, 
then 

lae W
2 � c{h;1llwll�,e + h;e-llwl!,e}, V w E He ( e) 

2 6. J.J. Iw(x) - w(y) l2 
where lw le,e � I !2+2 dxdy. 

e e x- y  e 
Proof. In the reference element e, the trace theorem yields 
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It follows from the affine equivalence of e to e that 

lwl2. < ch2e-21wl2 e,e - e e,e' 
·with the above inequalities, Lemma 1.4 holds. 0 

Lemma 1.5. Let u E H1+e(n) be the solution of {1.1}. 1 > c � l· We have 

E(u, w) � chelluiiHl+e(o) lwh,o,h, V w E V� 

Proof. {1.15) gives 

II a
au -Me ( a

au) llo,e � ch:ll·a
au lle,e � ch:llulh+e,e, Xi Xi Xi 

au (au) au 
I ax; -Me ax, l£,e = I ax, ke ::; llulll+€,e, 

which combining Lemma 1.4 yield 

On the other hand, It follows from the interpolation error estimates and the 
inverse inequalitiesl5l that 

llw-Lewllo,e � ch;lwl2,e � chelwh,e, 
lw-Lewh,e � chelwb,e � clwh,e, 

Furthermore, Lemma 1.4 indicates 

Similarly, we have 
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llw-Mewllo,e � chelwh,e, 
lw-Mewll,e � clwh,e· 
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It follows from the substitu�ion of (1.16), (1.17) and (1.18) into (1. 7) and (1.8) 
that Lemma 1.5 is right. 0 

Lemma 1.6. Suppose that ft : H1 (e) -+ L2 (e) is the linear operator on the 
reference element e, which satisfies that there exists a positive constant c1 = c1 (ft), 
such that 

llivllo,e::; clllvl11,e, V v E H1 (e) 

ftc = c, v c E m 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 

Suppose that the element e is affine equivalent to e and 1fe is a linear mapping 
on e defined by 

0 = ftv, \/ v E H1 (e) 

Then there exists a positive constant c2 = c2 ( -K, e), such that 

llv- 1fev llo,e � c2he lvh,e, \/ V E H1(e) 

Proof. \/ c E m, (1.19) and (1.20) yield 

(1.21) 

llv- frvllo,e = ll(v + c)- -K(v + c)llo,e � (1 + c1)llv + clh.a, V v. E H1(e) 

Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 3.i.II5l that 

llv- -Kvllo,a � (1 + c1) ��� llv + clh.a � c3lvh,a, \/ v E H1 {e) 

On the other hand, {1.21) implies v- -Kv = v- 7fe'V, hence Theorem 3.1.2151 
gives 

where det B is the determinant of matrix B in the affine equivalence of e and e, 
IIBII represents the Euclidean norm of Bin m2 • It follows from Theorer.a 3.1.3151 
that liB II ::; he/ p, where p 6 sup r . Obviously, p = 0 (1). 

BrC2 
With the above facts, we end the proof of Lemma 1.6. 0 
Remark 1.1. By the imbedding theoreml1l, the Schwarz ineq:uality and the 

trace theorem, it is easy to see that (1.19) is true for finite element interpolation 
operators. 

Let P (e) be the polynomial space one of finite order. Define the L2 projection 
operator Qe : L2 (e) -+ P (e) as follows 

(1.22) 
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Lemma 1. 7. Suppose that the element e is affine equivalent to the reference 
element e, we have 

IQevh,e � cjvh,e, V V E H1(e) 

llv- Qevllo,e � chelvh,e, V v E H1(e) 
(1.23) 

(1.24) 

Proof. Analogously to (1.22), we can define the L2 projection operator one, 
which is denoted Q2• It is easy to see that 

which implies that (1.23) is equivalent to 

(1.25) 

It follows from the definition of Q2 and the Schwarz inequality that 

(1.26) 

Note that the norms of the finite dimensional space P(e) are equivalent, thus we 
obtain· · 

IQevh,a � ci iQavllo,a � cllvllo,e � cllvll1,e, 
IQevll,e = IQa (v + c)ll,e � cllv + clll,e, v c Em 

Furthermore, Theorem 3.1.1[51 yields 

which is {1.25). Therefore, {1.23) holds. 
{1.26) implies that 

llv- Qavllo,a � 2llvllo,a � 2llvlll,e' 

llv- Qavllo,e = ll (v +c)- Qa(v + c)llo,e � 2ll(v + c)lll,e' V c Em 
which combining Theorem 3.1.2{51, Theorem 3.1.3151 and Theorem 3.1.1151 leads to 

llv- Qevllo,e � chellv- Qevllo,e � che l�� llv + clll,e � che lvh,e � chelvh,e· 

Hence, (1.24) is established. 0 
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Lemma 1.8. Let e, i, e, 'Ire be those in Lemma 1.6. 0 � c < 1. If 'Ire satisfies 

I '"" I < hkl· I w v E Hk+1(e) V - 11eV l,e _ C e V k+l,e, V 

for some integer k 2:: 1 then 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

Proof. It follows from the inverse inequality, Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1. 7 that 

lv - 'lfevh,e � lv- Qevll,e + IQev - 'lfeVIt,e 
� c{ lvh,e + h;1IIQev- 1feVIIo,e} 
� c{ lvll,e + h;1 IIQev- vllo,e + h;1llv- 1fevllo,e} 
� clvh,e· 

Thus (1.28) is true for c = 0. Furthermore, with (1.27) and the interpolation 
theorem of Sobolev spacesl1•151 , we know. t�at {1.28) is true for c > 0. 0 

·Note that {1.27) is the finite element error estimate . It follows from Theorem 
1.1,. Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1:8 that 

.. 

Theorem 1.9. Let u E H1+e(n) be the solution of (1.1}. c 2:: l· If uh is the 
solution of {1.9}, then 

§2 The Conforming Interpolation Operator Ih 

First of all, we construct another mesh nh of !l based on !lh as follows: for 
the nonconforming elements of the first kind, if e is a quadrilateral, then e is 
divided into two triangles by connecting the opposite vertices of e as shown in 
Fig. 2.1; for the nonconforming elements of the second kind, e is .divided into 
several triangles by connecting the interpolation points on e as shown in Fig. 2.2 
and· Fig. 2.3. Denote fih = {e} . e is a triangle. Let Sh(!l) be the piecewise 
linear continuous finite element space on fih. 

The conforming interpolation operator Ih : Vh-+ Sh(!l) is defined as follows 
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1) for the nonconforming elements of the first kind, 

(Ihv) (b) = v(b), V vertice b of e, V e E nh 

2) for the nonconforming elements of the second kind, 

v( a), v interpolation point X = a E n  
l ( v(a!) + v( a2)) , V vertice x of e E nh, 

X is not the corner point of n 
\f corner point X of {1, 

ab a2 E an, v(a!) · v(a2) = 0 
\1 corner point X of {1, 

a1,a2 E an, v (a! ) · v(a2) #- 0 

Fig. 2.1 Fig. 2.2 Fig. 2.3 
Here, a�, a2 represent the midpoints of any two edges of the elements with 

x as their common endpoint. Generally, if possible, we select a1, a2 such that 
ab x, a2 are in a line. But, when X E an is the vertice of some element e, we 
select ab a2 E an. We point out that although there might be different way to 
selected a1, a2, we have 

Theorem 2.1. If the conforming interpolation operator Ih on Vh is defined 
as above, then 

llv - lhviiL2(0) � chlvh,o,h, V v E Vh 

lv - Ihvh,o,h � clvh,o,h, V v E Vh 

max llv - lhviiLoo(e ) � clvh o h, V v E Vh eEOh. · • • 
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Proof. V v E Vh, if (2.1) is true, then the inverse inequalities yield 

lv - Ihvli.n,h = 2: lv- Ihvli,e 
eEO" 

� 2: ch-2jv - Ihvl�,e � ch-2llv - Jhvlli2(0) � clvli,n,h' eEO" 

��_llv - IhvllL00(e) � llv - IhvllL00(eo) � ch-lllv - Ihvllo,eo � cjvh,n,h· 

Here, e0 E nh. Thus, (2.1) implies (2.2) and (2.3). Therefore, it suffices to show 
(2.1). 

For the nonconforming elements of the first kind, Ih is the (piecewise) linear 
interpolation operator on e. It follows from the interpolation error estimate and 
the inverse inequality that 

llv- Ihvlli2(0) = L llv- Ihvll�,e � L ch4lvl�.e � L ch2lvli,e � ch2lvli,n,h' 
eEOh eEflh c:Eflk 

hence, (2.1) is established in this case. 
For the nonconforming elements of the second kind, construct a function v 

on n, such that vie' is the unique piecewise linear continuous function det�rmined 
·by vl-e,-and vie is linear on e c e, V e E nh. Refer to Fig. ·2.2 and Fig. 2.3. 
Obviously, Ihv = Ihv, on n. It follows from the interpolation error estimates 
and the inverse inequalities that 

llv- vll2 = "'llv- vll2- < "'ch41vl2- = ch41vl2 < ch2lvl2 . O,e L- O,e - L- 2,e 2,e - l,e' 

lv - vli,e = I: lv - vi i.e � L: ch2lv I i.e � clvli.e' 

If we can show that 

ece ice 
llv - viiL2(0) � chlvh,o,h, 

lv - vll,O,h � clvll,O,h, 

lvh,n,h � clvh,n,h· 

llv - IhvllL2(0) � chlvh,n,h, 
then it follows from Ihv = Ihv, on n, (2.4) and (2.5) that 

llv - IhviiL2(0) � llv - vll£2(0) + llv - IhviiL2(0) 
= llv - viiL2(o) + llv- IhviiL2(o) 
� chlvh,o,h + chlvh,n,h � chlvh,n,h, 
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which is (2.1). Hence, it left to prove (2.6). 
For the quartic rectangular elements, Ihv = v, on ei, i = 5, 6, 7, 8. Refer to 4 

Fig. 2.4. Therefore, llv - Ihvll5,e = L llv - Ihvll�.ei· 
i=l 

On the other hand, on e, it is easy to see that 

v(bi) = v(bt) = v(at) + v(a4) - v(as) = v(at) + v(a4) - v(as). 
H b1 is not the corner point of n, without loss of generality, we assume that 

� ( Ihv) (b1) = ! ( v(at) + v(a6)) . Then 

llv- Ihvll5,e1 � chjv(bt) - (Ihv) (bt)j 
� chlv(at) + v(a") - v(as) - � ( v(ad + v(a6)) 1 
:'0 ch{ I�( at)- �(as) I+ IV(a4)- il(at)l + IV(a4)- iJ(a6)1} 
� ch� lvl1.e-" + lvlLea }. \.. . . .  � . . . .  ) 

H b1 is the corner point of n, without loss of generality, assume that 
( Ihv) (b1) = v(a1). Then 

llv � Ihvllo,el � chlv(bi)- (Ihv) (bi)I �chlv(a4)- v(as)l � chlvll,es· 
By now, we obtain that 

where e �s the union of the elements adjacent to e. Furthermore, summing up 
with e E !lh, we get (2.6). 

0 

Fig. 2.4 Fig. 2.5 
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For the Crouzeix-Raviart elements, V e E flh, v - Ihv = 0, on e0• Refer to 
Fig. 2.5. It suffices to consider llv - Ihvllo,e1• Here, e0, e1 c e. In e, it is easy to 
see that 

v(at) = (Ihv)(at), v(a2) = (1hv)(a2), 
v(bt) = v(b1) = v(a1) + v(a2) - v(ao) = v(at) + v(a2) - v(ao). 

Without loss of generality, assume that (Ihv)(b) = �(v(ai) + v(a;)), where 
ai, a; (i:::; j) are the midpoints of any two edges of the elements with b as their 
endpoint. It follows from the quasi-uniformness of nh that there exists a positive 
integer J, independent of h, such that j :::; J. An elementary calculation yields 

llv - Ihvllo,il :::; chjv(b) - ( Ihv) (b) I . 
:::; chlv(at) + v(a2)- v(ao)- !(v(ai) + v(a;))l 
:::; ch{ lv(a2)- v(ao)l + lv(al)- v(ai)l + lv(at)- v(a;)l}. 

On the other hand, we have 

i-1 i-1 
hlv(at) - v(ai)l:::; h :L lv(ak) - v(ak+1)1:::; c :L lvh,ik' 

k=1 k=1 
j-1 

hlv(at) - v(a;)l:::; c I: lvl1,ek· 
k=1 

Hence j-1 
llv - Ihvllo,el :::; c{ lvh,eo + L lvh,ek}. 

k=1 
Summing up with e1 c e, e E flh leads to (2.6). By now, the proof of Theorem 
2.1 is finished. 0 

§3 The Fundamental Inequalities 

In this section� d = diamfl represents the diameter of n. 
Theorem 3.1. {Poincare inequalities in the nonconforming space Vh ) 
1} 
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{ 

�) 
d-2llvlli_2(0) � cjvi�,O,h' \1 V E V� 

9} If v E vh, v(x) = 0, v interpolation point X E r, where r c an has at 
least ,two interpolatiorJ. points, then 

d-2llvlli2(0) � clvli,o,h· 

Proof. V v E Vh, Ihv E Sh(O) c H1{0). It follows from the Poincare in
equality in H1 (0) that 

11Jhvlli2(0) � c( d21Ihvl��(n) + d-21 l Ihvl2) 
� c { d2lhvl�fl(n) + d-21l vl2 + d-21 fo (v - lhvW } 
� c { d2lvli.o,h + d2lv- lhv!i.o,h + d-21 fo v!2 + d2(£ 12) llv- lhvlli2(o) } · 

Furthermore, by the triangle inequality and Theorem 2.1 , we obtain 

llvllia(o) � 2{ llv - Jhvlli2(0) + 11Ihvlli2(0) } 
� c{d2lvltn,h + d-21 fo vl2 + h2lvltn,h} · 

Hence, 1) is right. 
In the same manner, 2) and 3) can be proved. 0 
Theorem 3. 2. (Maximum norm estimate in the nonconforming space Vh} 

. 
�W,:: llvlli_�(•l � c { d-2llv lli•(n) + ( 1 +In �) lvltn,h} , V v E Vh 

Proof. V v E Vh, lhv E Sh(O) c H1(0). It follows from Lemma 3.3l2l and 
Theorem 2.1 that 

llhvlli�cnl � c{ d-2llhvlli•cn) + (In �) lhvlifl(n) } 
� c{ d-211vlli2(0) + d-2llv - Ihvlli2(0) 

+ (in !) lvl�.n.n + (lnj) lv - hvl�.n,h} 
� c{ d-2llvlli2(0) + (ln h) lvli ,o ,h} , 

�� llvllioo(e) � 2{�� llv - Ihvllioo(e) + IIJhvllioo(o) ) 

� c{d-2llvllhn) + (1 + ln t) lvl� .n,h} · 
15 



By now, the theorem is proved. 0 
Theorem 3.3. (Extension theorem} Let r c an be an open boundary, 

{€;}� (m � 2) the set of the interpolation points on r (ordered in some way). 
Suppose that nh is quasi-uniform. Give A= (.hb A2, ... 'Am)T E mm. If Wh E vh 
satisfies 

v v E v� 

j = 1, 2, · · · , m 
"! interpolation point x E 80\f 

then 
cll.hhll2 ! � A(wh, wh) � CII.Ahll2! , lloo(r) lloo(r) 

where .hh ,the piecewise linear continuous function on r, satisfies 

.hh( €i) = .hh j = 1, 2 , · · · , m, .hh(v) = 0, V endpoint v o f  r. 

Proof. Construct the harmonic function w E H1{0) , which satisfies 

{ a(w, v) = 0, 
w = .hh, 
w = 0, 

v v E !fJ(n) 
on r 
on 80\f 

{3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

It follows from the priori estimate of the elliptic problemsl7•15•161 that even if n is 
concave, there exists c � t, such that w E ne+l(n). In addition, we note that 
wh is the nonconforming finite element approximation of w. 

Theorem 1.9 indicates that 

A(wh, wh) � 2{A(w, w) + A(w- wh, w- wh) } 
� c{a(w, w) + lw- whli,o,h} 
� c{llwll��(n) + h2ellwll�lf+l(O)}. 

Furthermore, with the priori estimate of the elliptic problems and the inverse 
inequality of fractional order implied by the interpolation theorem of Sobolev 
Spacesl1•151, we have 

A(wh, wh) � c{llwll�!(oO) + h2ellwll�•+!(oO)} 
� cllwll2 � � cllwll2 � = cii.Ahll2 � , (3.4) 

112 (80) Jl020(r) lli0(r) 
in the above last inequality, we have applied the fact that w = 0 on 80\f yields 
that llwll �( ) is equivalent to llwll � {cf.[2]) . H2 an Hi0(r) 
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On the other hand, it follows from the construction of I��, that 

With Theorem 2.1, the Poincare inequality and the trace theorem, we obtain 

A(w��,, w��,) � cjw��,li,o,h � c!I��,w��,l��(o) � clii��,w��,ll��(o) 
� ciii��,w��,ll2 1 � clllhwhll2 ! = cll.\hll2 ! , H�(aO) 

. H00(r) H00(r) 
which combining (3.4) indicates that (3.2) is true. D 

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that d � h and there exists a positive constant {3, 
such that sup r � {3d. Let v1 be a corner point of n. v, the piecewise linear 

BrCO 
continuous function on an, satisfies 

v(x) = 0, v interpolation point X E an, v(v) = 0, v corner point i/ of n, v -=1 vl. 

Then, there exists a positive constant c, independent of d, such that · 

llv II .1-( ) < clv( vi) I· . H2 aO - (3.5) 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that n is a triangle. Let 
r b r 2' r 3 be the three edges of n with vh v2, l/3 as their opposite corner points. 
The definition of the Sobolev space H! (an) is ( cf.[1�]) 

llvll2 � 1 r v2ds + r r lv(x) - v(y) 12 ds(x)ds(y) H!(ao) meas{an) lao lao lao lx- yj2 

= me�( an) 
/an v2ds + 

�

��fr

, 

fr

; 

lv(fl = ��;W ds(x)ds(y). 

Since d � h, sup r �{3d, a simple calculus calculation yields 
BrCO 
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Here, we omit the integrands for conciseness, and c is independent of d, h. 
By now, {3.5) .is established. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let rh be the quasi-uniform mesh of the interval r = (0, L]. 

Suppose that v(x) is the piecewise linear continuous function on rh, and v(O) = 0. 
Then, there exists a constant c, independent of L, such that 

[ (v(x))2 ( L) 2 · 

Jr x 
dx � 1 + ln

. 
h llviiLoo(r)· (3.6) 

Proof. Suppose that XI is the interpolation point closest to the origin. It 
follows from the quasi-uniformness of r h that ch � XI � c h. Furthermore, the 
linearity of v(x) on [0, xi] yields 

Thus, we get {3.6). 0 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that d � h and there exists a positive constant {3, 

such that sup T � {3d. Let 
{ 
llk } J be the set of the corner points of n. r ij c 

BrCO I 
an denotes the edge of n with Vi, Vj as its endpoints. Suppose that vh is the 
nonconforming finite element space of the second kind. Then 

.. 2 ( d ) { ( d ) 2 2 2 } llv�1ll ! � c 1 + ln -h 1 + ln -h lvl1,o,h + {1 + d- ) llv IIL2(0) , H00(ri;) 

where v'i' the p£ecew£se l£near cont£nuous funct£on on r ij' sat£sfies 

and the pos£tive constant c £s independent of d. 
Proof. Let vB be the piecewise linear continuous function on an, such that 

VB = vii' on r,;, v r,j c an. Let Vk, k = 1, 2, . . .  'J  be the piecewise linear 
continuous function on an, such that 

vk(vk) = 
(Ihv) (vk), vk (v;) = 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , k - 1, k + 1, · · · , J, 

vk(x) = 0, v interpolatoin point X E an. 
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J 
It is easy to see that Ihv = VB + L vk, on an. It follows from the definition of 

k=l 
1 

the Sobolev space H020(ri;) that 

With the trace theorem, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.3l2l and Theorem 2.1, we have 

J 
= IIIhv- L vkll�!(an) k=l 

J 
� c{lllhvll�!(an) + � llvkll�!(an)} 

J 
� c{lllhvll��(o) + L I (Ihv) (vk)l2} 

k=l 
� c{lllhvll��(n) + IIIhvllioo(o)} . 
� { ( 1 + In p !hvl�•(n) + (1+ d-2) l!hv!!i2(0)}, 
� { ( 1 + In h) lvli,o,h + (1 + d-2) llvlli2(0)} · 

It follows from Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.3l2l and Theorem 2.1 that 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

The substitution of (3.8) and (3.9) into {3.7) indicates Theorem 3.6 holds. 0 
Remark 3.1. Although we.deal with the Dirichlet form a(u, v) = fo VuVv 

in this paper, all the above conclusions are true for the general form 

fr [ 
2 au av ] a(u,v)= l:ai;(x)-

a 
.-

a 
_+a0(x)uv, 0 i,j=l X, x1 
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where �;(x), ao(x) are bounded, piecewise smooth on n, ao(x) � 0, (ai; ) is a 
symmetric, uniformly positive definite matrix on fl. 

Remark 3.2. Besides [4,14,21], the nonconforming finite element spaces of 
the first kind may include other elements, which are continuous at the vertices 
of the elements of the mesh, if (1.9) is true. 

Remark 3.3. Besides (6,13], the nonconforming finite element spaces of the 
second kind may include other elements, which are continuous at the midpoints, 
even the Gaussian quadrature points, of the edges of the elements of the mesh, 
if (1.8) and (2.6) are established. 
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